
POULTICE 
 

We have 4 formulas for you! 
 

Medicated vs. Non-Medicated 
 

You will see the terms “medicated” or “non-medicated” used to describe different poultices. 
However, the terms medicated and non-medicated have been used for decades here in the USA to 
describe poultices that contain any sort of essential oils, or other ingredients that have a similar 

cooling effect. It doesn’t mean they include true “medications”, but just that they have ingredients 
that assist in the cooling and drawing properties. 

 
Some companies here in the USA still use the term “medicated poultice”, but most have stopped 
using this term after regulatory backlash from using a term that sounds decidedly medicinal or 

therapeutic. The term “medicated poultice” is still used extensively by stores, websites and 
catalogs to promote poultices for sale, since the term “medicated poultice” has been the standard 

description here for 30+ years. We use it here in it's past meaning, and not to indicate they contain 
any true medicines. 

 
WE HAVE FOUR VARIATIONS OF POULTICE, SO WE HAVE A PERFECT FIT NO 

MATTER WHAT YOU NEED FROM YOUR POULTICE! 

 

SU-PER
®
 Poultice 

 

Our original “medicated” poultice! 
 

May be used daily. A premium poultice using the highest quality clays. 
 

SU-PER® Poultice contains essential oils to assist in the cooling and drawing properties. It 
utilizes a blend of premium clays that are very good at retaining moisture and drawing heat and 
inflammation over extended periods. One drawback of this poultice is that the clays used in this 
product sometimes do not wash off as easily as some other poultice clays. Part of what makes it 
excellent at drawing inflammation and retaining moisture is what makes it a little more difficult 

to work with in terms of cleaning up after the treatment is finished. This is by far our most 
popular poultice because it works well and is reasonably priced compared to most competitors. 
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SU-PER
®
 Kool-N-Soothe 

 

Replaces essential oils with our SU-PER Soothe Natural Liniment! 
 

Made with a lighter, white clay base for easier removal 
from the horse’s legs and hooves. 

 
SU-PER® Kool-N-Soothe is very similar to the SU-PER® Poultice. It is “medicated”, and uses 
the same premium quality clays. The difference is that SU-PER® Kool-N-Soothe does not use 
essential oils to aid in cooling, but rather we add our all-natural liniment, SU-PER® Soothe. 
SU-PER® Soothe is a witch hazel based liniment that contains a blend of Arnica, Lavender, 

Calendula and other herbal extracts to help relieve swelling and soreness. SU-PER® Kool-N-
Soothe has a loyal customer base with those who want to use a poultice that is more “natural”.   

 

SU-PER
®
 Polar Tite 
 

Heavily “medicated” with Polar cooling action! 
 

Incredible Cooling Action. 
A multi-purpose vinegar poultice, tightener, and freeze. 

 
If you put some SU-PER® Polar Tite on your skin, you will be amazed by the cooling action. 

This is a vinegar poultice, using pure glacial acetic acid to create a profound cooling sensation. 
This poultice is a good choice for horses that need more cooling and drawing than what the 

standard poultice options can provide. In addition, SU-PER® Polar Tite has additional uses, it 
can be used as a pre-event “freeze” when applied to the legs for one hour prior to an event, and it 

can be used as a hoof packing, when there is pain/swelling/sensitivity in the sole or you are 
dealing with an abscess that needs to be addressed. Having multiple uses for this product makes it 
useful in several situations around the barn. The clay blend is slightly different than the first two 
poultices described, but only slightly different – you probably won’t notice much of a difference, 

if any, in the overall texture.  
 

SU-PER
®
 Tite-N-Up 

 

Our “non-medicated” poultice! 
 

Made with premium clay. A non-medicated poultice which compares 
favorably to UPTITE! 

 
This one is very basic – with no essential oils or "medicated" ingredients added. The clay used 
in SU-PER® Tite-N-Up is quite different from our other clays in that this poultice is designed 

to be easy to work with, and easy to wash off. For people who want a "non-medicated" poultice, 
because perhaps their horse is sensitive to the “medicated” versions, and one that is easy to work 

with, this is a very good choice. This poultice is “non-irritating”, and compares very well to 
UpTite poultice, although the cost is much more friendly!  



12 Pounds, 24 Pounds, 48 Pounds 

12 Pounds, 24 Pounds, 48 Pounds 



12 Pounds, 24 Pounds, 48 Pounds 

12 Pounds, 24 Pounds, 48 Pounds 


